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                WRITING IN 1917 to the music critic Marion Scott, Ivor Gurney entertains his friend with the ‘casual catchwords’ of the trenches. A rifle is a ‘bundoob’, a revolver a ‘peashooter’, a good officer a ‘toff’ or ‘gentleman’. Any soldier, looked for but not present, is assuredly to be found ‘On the wire, at Loos’ or – ‘a lighter answer’ in Gurney's estimation – ‘Gassed at Mons’. The enemy rejoices in a number of appellations according to circumstance. ‘Germans are known, affectionately, as Fritzes, Allemans, or “Johnny”’, Gurney reports. ‘The Germans, in anger, are referred to as “them ____ bastards”.’ (Gurney's underscoring denotes a blanked-out expletive evidently more severe than ‘bastards’.) Even so, the soldier under bombardment chooses an affectionate term to keep sight of the silver lining: ‘More iron rations for Fritz’.1
Fritz is conspicuously absent from most of Gurney's war poetry. Severn & Somme (1917) fails to mention him at all, and in War's Embers (1919) only ‘The Target’, a wobbly rewriting of Thomas Hardy's ‘The Man He Killed’, acknowledges an antagonist: ‘I shot him, and it had to be / One of us!’2 So unsuccessful is the poem that its final line, ‘This is a bloody mess indeed’, risks sounding self-referential. Perhaps chastened by the experience, Gurney does not attempt another poem about Fritz until the mid-1920s. There are, in the meantime, deadlier enemies to contend with. ‘The Ford’ curses the ubiquitous Somme mud, ‘evil past any thought of disaster / Of facing Germans’;3 and like the most celebrated of his soldier-poet contemporaries, Gurney prefers to turn his fire on the enemy behind the lines. Owen and Sassoon had denounced the politicians, the women, the sanctimonious bishops, the newspaper barons, the scarlet majors. Although Gurney does not dwell on those betrayers at such length, his pitch of indignation reverberates through the sonnet ‘To the Prussians of England’,4 a revenge fantasy (written during that month of revolutionary fervour, October 1917) in which the poet dreams of taking a knife to the cancerous body politic. A few days later, to Marion Scott, Gurney attempts to find consolation in catastrophe: ‘Thank God, this war was not a six months affair, for our victory would have throned Prussia at Westminster’ (CL, p. 353). His assumption that the war's longevity has frustrated the war-mongers' political agenda will cause him renewed despair after its conclusion.
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